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Generalized
ApproachtowardModeling
ResistPerformance
David H. Ziger aJ;)dChris A. Mack
SEMATECH, Inc., Austin, TX 78741
A generalized technique for modeling resist performance is outlined. In this approach, the fraction of resist remaining after development as a function of incident
dose, or characteristic curve, is related to the development rate which is assumed
to be a power law of a dominant soluble species. Soluble species are either photochemically consumed for negative resists or generated for positive. Expressions
for the dependence of characteristic curves on exposure dose and chemistry are
derived for various resist systems, which are consistent with current models. For
similar chemical kinetics, negative resists yield fewer lumped parameters to describe
their development rate and characteristic curves than positive.
Under conditions of negligible surface inhibition, lumped parameters can be extracted from characteristic curves and used to simulate lithography. A generalized
method to correct for absorption in the resist and reflections is outlined. Exposure
latitude was accurately predicted for a commercial negative chemically amplified
resist. However, prediction of linewidths from characteristic curves of positive resists
is complicated by surface inhibition effects.

Introduction
Resists are radiation-sensitive polymers which are spin-coated
to form thin films and then patterned by exposure and development. Exposed regions dissolve in developer for positive
acting resists, while the unexposed regions dissolve for negative
resists. For overviews of lithography practices and fundamentals, see Moreau (1988) or Thompson et aI. (1983). Positive
and negative resists at various actinic wavelengths have been
used for microlithography. For example, novolac and polyvinylphenolic resins in both tones are used extensively in microelecronics for high-resolution lithography. Since the
chemistries of these systems differ, various mechanisms have
been proposed to describe their lithographic behavior.
In conventional positive tone lithography, a photoactive
compound (PAC) is mixed with a novolac matrix to inhibit
the mixture's solubility in base. Since irradiation destroys the
inhibition effect, the resist system yields a positive image of
the mask after development in base. Typically, the photochemistry is modeled as first order in PAC concentration, and
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various models have been proposed to describe the base development (see, for example, Dill et aI., 1975; Mack, 1985;
Trefonas and Daniels, 1987; Hirai et aI., 1987). Recently, polyvinylphenolic resins have been applied toward 248-nm and
e-beam lithographies yielding sub 0.5-j.tm resolution both for
positive and negative tones (Ito and Willson, 1983; Ito and
Willson, 1984; Ito, 1988; Ito et aI., 1990; Thackeray et aI.,
1989). SNR248, a negative resist (Shipley Co., Newton, MA),
uses a photogenerated acid to catalyze reaction with polyvinylphenol that reduces solubility in base. Thackeray et aI. (1989)
have proposed that acid-catalyzed resin polymerization is the
primary explanation for solubility differences in the exposed
and unexposed regions. Seligson et aI. (1988) and Das et aI.
(1990) correlated bake kinetics for these resists by proposing
the effective dose concept. Fukuda and Okazaki (1990) also
proposed a model based on polymerization for negative chemically-amplified resists. Furgensen et aI. (1990) and Tam et aI.
(1990) have used FTIR and DRM techniques to measure kinetic
parameters and simulate DUV lithography using the multiplestate SAMPLE model. Finally, polyvinylhydroxy-tert-butyl (tHOC) resins have been formulated to yield positive acting highresolution resists when combined with photogenerated acids.
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Ito and Willson (1983, 1984) suggested that acid catalyzes
decomposition of the tert-butyl functionality leaving the remaining polyvinylphenol soluble in a base such as tetramethylammonium hydroxide (TMAH). Spence and Ferguson
(1991) investigated the extent of deblocking of t-BOC with
FTIR techniques and postulated that the different photoacid
generators can have different competing reactions during the
post-exposure bake.
One problem with having specific resist models is finding
general techniques to measure parameters for the lithographic
models. For example, a conventional positive photoresist usually requires the Dill ABC exposure parameters and parameters for a specific develop model. Ultraviolet absorption
instruments and development rate monitors (DRM) are most
often used for these measurements. Development rate measurements are often tedious to obtain. Additionally, chemically
amplified resists require their own parameters to model the
post -exposure bake chemistry.
In this article, we propose general chemical models for positive and negative resists based on a common develop model
which assumes that development is controlled by the concentration of a dominant soluble species. Due to the specific chemistry, the dose dependence of development rate assumes various
forms depending on the tone, photochemistry, and post-exposure bake chemistry. Although parameters are determined
best using development rate data, under conditions of minimal
absorption and surface inhibition, these parameters can be
extracted from conventional contrast curves. These curves show
remaining resist thickness after develop as a function of exposure dose. PROLITH/2 (FINLE Technologies, PIano, TX)
was used to analyze assumptions in the model for conventional
and chemically-amplified positive and negative resists. We show
a generalized method to correct these parameters for absorption and reflections. Simulated exposure latitude is compared
to experimental results for a negative chemically-amplified resist. We call this approach the generalized characteristic model
for Lithography (GCM).

Theory
In general,the remainingresistthicknessafter development,
TN'normalized to the initial thickness, is given by:

LlrPE.

~

dT(E_O)
+ (I - [~o~)G

(2b)

Here dT(E=O)
is the thickness loss due to PEB at zero-exposure
energy, and G is the fractional volume change for complete
conversion. (Note that G is negligible for conventional diazonaphthoquinone systems but can be substantial for other
resist chemistries. Also, [S] is derived for various examples
later in this section.)
We derive expressions for dToEVfrom the generalized rate
of thickness loss during development:
r'DE"

J0
dTOEV

TOEvdt
D

(3)

where TOEV
is the development rate at time t, D is the initial
resist thickness, and toEvis the development time. We assume
that the development rate is proportional to the concentration
of the relevant soluble species raised to a power of n:
TOEV

= kOEv[Sr

(4)

where n is a coordination number for the average number of
base soluble groups that act in concert to affect solubility rate.
Larger values of n imply more interaction between neighboring
[S] groups. In the absence of surface inhibition, absorption
and standing wave effects (see the Discussion section), TDEV
may be considered independent of film thickness. In that case:
A

~TOEV=

TOEvtoEv koEvtOEV[Sr
D
D

(5)

Both LlTOEV
and dTPEBdepend on [S]. In the following sections, [S] is derived for both conventional positive diazonaphthoquinone resists and chemically-amplified positive and
negative base developable systems.

Positive D N Q resists
(1)

TN= 1 - dTpEB - dTOEV

where dTPEBis the normalized thickness loss attributed to the
post-exposure bake, and dToEVis the normalized thickness
change due to development. Both of these contributions depend on the film composition. Since dTpEBand dTOEVcan be
readily measured, we wish to model these quantities to extract
physical parameters for use in lithographic modeling. For both
negative and positive aqueous developable resist systems, we
model the resist as a mixture of a base soluble species, [S],
and an insoluble species, [M].
Thickness loss during post-exposure bake, dTPEB'is modeled
as a linear function of the extent of reaction of insoluble species
into soluble (Eq. 2a) or soluble to insoluble (Eq. 2b) for positive
and negative resist chemistries, respectively:

dTPEB

1864

=dT(E=O) +

(~ )
(Mo]

G

(2a)

For conventional positive DNQ resists, exposure at actinic
radiation decomposes a diazonapthoquinone moiety to an indene carboxylic acid that destroys the base bulk inhibition
effect. Therefore, [S] is the concentration of carboxylic acid
groups.
Assuming first-order photochemistry, we derive the concentration of carboxylic acid groups (which are assumed to be
proportional to the concentration of deblocked novolac).
d[S]
dE = kpholo([Mo]- [S] )

(6)

where [Mo]= [S]+ [M] is the initial PAC concentration, E is
the exposure energy at a particular point in the resist film, and
kphOIO
is the exposure rate constant (equivalent to the Dill C
parameter, Dill et aI., 1975). Assuming no absorption, bleaching, or reflections, E becomes the incident energy. Integrating
Eq.6:
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[8]

= [Mo](1-

e-kphO,oE)

(7)

If acid loss via side reaction (that is, termination) and diffusion are minimal, then [H+] can be assumed to stay constant
during the post-exposure bake. Integrating this pseudo-firstorder reaction yields:

(8)

[S] = [So]e-kpEB[H'jIPEB

Substituting into Eq. 1 and Eq. 5 yields:
1-

7N=

d 7 PEB -

n

kOEvtOE V[M.

D

]
0

(1 - e-kphn,oE)n

The clearing dose, Eo, is defined as the dose at which 7Nis just
O.Consequently, we can solve Eq. 8 for (koEytoEy[Mo]n)/D in
terms of Eo to obtain 7Nand rOEY,respectively:

(12)

The photoacid ~enerator decomposes upon radiation to form
protons (PAG":'H+). Assuming first-order decomposition
photochemistry:

n
1 -

TN=
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and A7PEB.Eorefers to the thickness loss after post-exposure
bake at E = Eo and Rmax is a constant that can be calculated

from parameters regressed from the characteristic curve. Equation 9a relates the normalized thickness as a function of exposure dose to the chemistry and develop conditions in the
bulk resist. Note that Rmaxand n are intensive properties of
the resist only. Once determined, rOEVcan be modeled for any
resist thickness on any substrate. If A7PEBis negligible, then
Eq. 9a simplifies to:
n
1 -

(

7N= 1- .

e-kPhOIOE

)

1 - e - kphOloEo

chemically-amplified

= [P AGo]

d[S]

(15)

(e-kphOIoEinhib)[I - e-kphnlo(E-Einhib)]

Substituting Eq. 15 into Eq. 12yields the concentration of [S]:
[S] = [So]e-

[PAGo]e-kphOloEinhib

kpEBtpEBIl

(16)

- e- kphnlo(E -Einhib)j

Combining Eqs. 16, 5 and 1 yields the complete normalized
thickness curve:
- 1-

7N-

A

L.l7PEB-

kOEvtOEV[Sot
~

(e

-ane-kpholoEinhib[l-e-kphOlo(E-Einhibl]

)
(17)

where
ex = [P AGo]kPEBtpEB

Photolysis for negative chemically-amplified resists generates H+ that catalyzes a base insolublization reaction. The base
soluble species, [8], for these resists is, therefore, the unreacted
base soluble polymer (such as, polyvinylphenol) prior to development. Assuming the host polymer reacts via acid catalysis,
we obtain [S] from the extent of reaction for the postexposure
bake (PEB) process:

At E=Eo, 7N=0. Consequently,
we can solve for
(kOEytOEy[Sot
ID) in terms of Eo and substitute back into Eq.
17:
7N=

(18a)

1 - d7PEB - (1 - d7 PEB,Eo)e-an(e-kphOloEo_e-kphO'OE)

(18b)

rOEY = Rmaxe-an(l-e-kphn,oE)

(11)

where

where tpEBis the post-exposure bake time, [H+] is the photoacid
concentration,
and kPEBis the rate constant.
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[H+]

resists

dtpEB = - kpEB[S][H+]

(14)

(10)

Equation 10 was derived by Trefonas and Daniels (1987) based
on polyphotolysis studies where n was related to the number
of PAC groups attached to each ballast molecule.
Negative

= [PAGo]e-kphO,oE

where [PAGo] is the initial PAG concentration. Acid catalysis
is sensitive to residual amine contaminants. For a given amine
concentration in the photoresist, an equal amount of acid will
be consumed in the neutralization reaction. Thus, the actual
acid concentration will be [H+]= [PAGo] - [PAG] - [amines].
We can relate [amines] to an effective inhibition dose, Einhib,
which is required to generate enough acid to neutralize the
amines. From Eq. 14, [amines] = [PAGo](I-e-kphOIoEinhib).
Thus,
the acid concentration which is available to catalyze the base
insolublilizing reaction will be:

e-kphotoE)G

(1- d7PEB,EJD

In 1-

(13)

Integrating yields:

where
d7PEB = A7(E=0) + (1-

= -kphOIO[PAG]

d7PfB

= d7(~;;O)
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and a is defined as before.
As a special case of
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Eq. 18a, we consider when e-kphotoE=:;
l-kpholoE,
~'PEB =:;O. In this event, Eq. 18a simplifies to:

(1- ~IPEB.EJD

In 1-

Note that Rmaxis obtained by solving Eq. 18b for the maximum
develop rate that occurs at E= 0 for negative resists. As before,
Rmaxis intrinsic properties of the resist. As a special case of
.

tin

\
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Eq.

Einhib),

23a,

Einhib»)
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n

consider

Einhib::= 0, and

~'PEB

when
=:;O. In

this case, we obtain:
(19)

'N= 1- e-ankpho,O(E-Eo)

n
(1 - e-akphotoE)

where

TN=

Eo

resists

Irradiation generates acid for positive chemically-amplified
resists as with negative acid hardened resists. In one positive
application, the acid content cleaves a t-BOC protecting group
from the polyvinylphenol host polymer during the post-exposure bake leaving polyvinylphenol, which is soluble in base.
Consequently, [S) is the concentration of polyvinylphenol after
post-exposure bake, while [M] is the concentration of the
blocked functionality. We derive [S) from the relevant chemical
kinetics:
d[S]

(20)

dtpEB = kPEB([Mo]
- [S)[H+]

Integrating Eq. 20. yields:
[S]

= [Mo](1-

(21)

e-kPEBIW)tPEB)

where the post-exposure bake is again pseudo-first order, since
[H+] functions as a catalyst. We obtain [H+] from the photolysis as for negative chemically-amplified resists and derive
an expression for [S]:
[S]

=

[Mo]

( 1 -

e-

(22)

[PAGo)e-kp/lotoEinhib kPEBtPEB[I-e-kpholoIE-Einhib»)

Substituting Eq. 22 into Eqs. 5 and 1, and solving in terms of
Eo as before yields:
'N= 1 - ~'PEB
n
(1

-

[1 - ~1(pEB.Eo>]

[ (1

rDEY = Rmax

where
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-

e-

ae-kphotoEinhib[I - e-kphoto(E-Einhit>!j)

]

(230)

- e-ae-kphotoEinhib(I -e-kphotolEo-Einhib~)

( 1 -

[ (1-

e-akphotoEo)
]

(24)

Note that Eq. 24 assumes the same mathematical form as
conventional positive photoresists (Eq. 10) where a effectively
amplifies the dose.

In(kDEytDEy[So]n / D)
kpholoan

Positive chemically-amplified

1-

e-ae-kphOioEinhib[l-e-kphotoIE-Einhit>!j)

n

(23b)

Experimental

Studies

Results predicted by the generalized approach outlined in
the last section were investigated by two techniques.
First, computer simulations were used to investigate extracting lumped parameters from the characteristic curves and using
these parameters for lithographic modeling. PROLITH/2
(FINLE Technologies, PIano, TX) is a lithographic simulation
program that can model effects of resist absorption, bleaching,
and nonuniform development rates on developed linewidths
and characteristic curves. These effects are neglected in the
GCM approach. Consequently, by comparing parameters used
to simulate 'N and those extracted, we can measure and correct
the effect of GCM assumptions on lithographic simulation.
For conventional positive resists, we wanted to determine
the effect of nonuniform development rates on the accuracy
of GCM simulation. In particular, inhibition effects can drastically affect the characteristic curve (Mack, 1991). Characteristic curves were simulated for conventional positive
photoresist for conditions that varied the ratio of the dissolution rate at the surface to the bulk (rs) from 1 to 0.001. For
these simulations, we assumed a hypothetical resist on a nonreflecting substrate, in which bleaching, absorption, and resist
shrinkage during PEB were negligible. Table 1 summarizes the
resist and develop parameters that were used in the PROLITH/
2 simulation.
Surface inhibition is not observed with negative chemicallyamplified resists (see Discussion). Simulations of these resists
were done to quantify the effect that absorption and reflections
have on the accuracy of GCM parameters (that is, an and Eo)
extracted from characteristic curves. Consequently, we wanted
to simulate characteristic curves for a negative resist with optical properties similar to SNR248, extract an and Eo, and
compare these values to the simulation inputs.
The method used was as follows. We varied inputs to PROLITH/2 over a wide range, and characteristic curves were then
simulated for a particular resist (see Table 2, optical parameters
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Table 1.

Positive Resist Exposure and Development Parameters for PROLITH/2 Simulations.
Parameter

Value

A (pm-I)
B (pm-I)
kpholo (cm2/mJ)
Refractive Index
Resist Thickness, D (pm)
tDEV (s)
Rmax (nm/s)
Rmin (nm/s)
n

0
0
0.015
1.0
1.0
90
100
0
5
- 100
0.1
1,0.1,0.001

Inhibition

. Develop parameters

M'h
Depth (pm)
rs

are for the model discussed by Mack (1985).

are those for SNR248). Since PROLITH/2 accounts for
bleaching, absorption, and reflections, rOEV
will vary with depth
into the resist, which will affect the simulated characteristic
curve. The simulated curve is then fit according to the GCM
expression for TN(Eq. 18a with ~TpEB=0). By comparing values
of the inputs to PROLITH/2 vs. those extracted from simulated curves, we can quantitatively correct for absorption and
reflection in a self-consistent manner for a resist. The corrected
parameters are independent of the substrate and depend only
on the resist and development conditions. Note that this procedure must be repeated if the optical parameters differ from
those shown in Table 2.
To verify the GCM approach for a negative chemicallyamplified resist, characteristic curves and linewidths were
measured for SNR248 resist using the test pattern shown in
Figure 1. A pattern of increasing exposures was interwound
with a serpentine of resolution die (See Figure 1). In this manner, simulations using parameters extracted from the GCM
model could be directly compared to resolved images under
the same conditions that were used to generate the characteristic curves. Partial resist thicknesses were measured using an
Ff500 (Prometrix, Santa Clara, CA) interferometric thickness
measuring instrument. The effect of uncertainty in the optical
parameters on absolute resist thickness was minimized, because
only relative differences (~TpEBand ~TOEV)were analyzed. All
exposures were done on a 0.35NA GCA Laserstep Stepper
(GCA Corp., Andover, MA) operating at 248 nm. An organic
antireflection coating, DUV-3 (Brewer Science, Rolla, MO),

Table 2. Parameters for PROLITH/2 Simulation of a Negative Chemically-AmplifiedResist.
Parameter
A (pm-I)
B (pm-I)
kpholo(cm2/mJ)
Refractive Index
tDEv (s)
an
Rmax (nm/s)
Rmin (nm/s)
M'h

...

Value
-1.1
0.7
0.004
1.8
90
45-210
50-500"
0.2
- 100

Develop parameters are for the model discussed by Mack (1985).
This has the effect
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of varying Eo from 2 to 16 mJ/cm2.
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Figure 1. Two-passtest structure.
Characteristic curves and linewidth measurements could be obtained on the same wafer.

was used under the SNR248 resist to eliminate reflections at
the actinic wavelength. DUV-3 does not interfere with the
Ff500 interferometric resist thickness measurements, because
the coating is very transparent (absorption < 0.05) at the wavelengths used for measurement (400-800 nm).
Since we use a self-consistent method to correct for absorption and reflections, the purpose of antireflection coating
under the resist is basically to reduce the experimental error
in measuring the GCM parameters. By eliminating substrate
reflections, four sources of experimental error are reduced.
First, substrate reflections cause the energy coupled into the
resist to depend strongly on resist thickness. Therefore, local
resist thickness variations may cause significant experimental
error in the measurement of characteristic curves on reflecting
substrates. This is especially true in the DUV (248 nm), in
which resist thickness variations of 0.02 Jtm on reflecting substrates can cause the energy coupled into the resist to change
by about 100"10.Second, the substrate optical parameters may
not be accurately known, and diffuse reflectance, if present,
would cause additional error in the calculated energy distribution in the photoresist. third, reflections could cause a staircase effect in the characteristic curve if a post-exposure bake
does not average out the standing waves. GCM will fit an
average curve through the staircase but at the expense of additional error.
A final error is that standing waves can exaggerate surface
effects, especially in positive resist systems. This happens if a
standing wave node should occur at the resist surface. In that
event, development rate will be a minimum at the surface that
exaggerates surface inhibition effects. In general, it is better
to accurately measure the lumped parameters on nonreflecting
film stacks (that is, antireflection coating on silicon) and use
the results to evaluate rOEVthat can then be used to simulate
general cases. Once we correct the extracted parameters for
absorption and reflections7 the resulting parameters can be
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Figure 2. Characteristic curves simulated with PROLlTH/2 and fitted with the GCM model for varying surface
inhibition effects.

The top O.I-llm dissolves a) the same (rs = I), b) 0.1 (rs= 0.1), and c) 0.001 (rs= 0.(01) times as fast as the bulk.

used to simulate lithography on any stackt provided the optical
parameters are known sufficiently well.

Results
Simulation
Figures2a-2c showsPROLITH/2 simulationsof a positive
nonabsorbing photoresist with varying surface inhibition effects. These simulationswere fit accordingto Eq, lOt and the
1868

parameters n and Eo were extracted. Table 3 summarizes these
results. Note that both n and the lack of fit increase as the
ratio of surface to bulk development ratet rst decreases. In an
extreme case in which rs=O.OOlt the value of n extracted from
the characteristic curve is more than twice that used to simulate
the curve. In generalt as discussed later t this implies that the
surface inhibition effect confounds the estimation of n from
characteristic curve data.
Negative

chemically-amplified
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Table 3. Effect of Surface Inhibition on GCM Parameter
Extraction for a Conventional Positive Photoresist
1.0

rs
0.1

Eo (mJ/cm2)

Simulation
Extracted

89.0
88.9

75
73.9

85
83.8

n

Simulation
Extraction

5.0
4.9

5.0
7.2

5.0
12.0

Values of Eo and an from PROLITH/2 Simulated
Characteristic Curves

ancff

Rmax (nm/s)

50

Values of Eo
45

100

300

500

16.18
5.68

7.63

11.54

13.36

150

3.40

4.91

6.62

7.69

210

2.42

2.88

5.20

5.97

50.28

90

96.4

99.5

109.4

113.9

150

160.5

173.9

181.4

189.7

210

224.7

226.7

276.1

288.4

AIChE Journal

(25a)
(25b)

It should be emphasized that the correlations given by Eqs.
25-26 are valid only for a resist whose optical parameters match
those shown in Table 2. However, the method shown for estimating the effect of absorption on parameters extracted using
GCM is completely general.
Over the full range of data given in Table 4, the average
standard deviation in predicting aneffis 1.4. This error is within
the regression error for fitting an to characteristic curve data
(Ziger and Mack, 1991). The average standard deviation for
fitting E~ffis 0.4 mJ / cm2. This error is larger than typical errors
for fitting characteristic curve data to Eq. 18a (typical errors
are 0.05-0.1 mJ/cm2, see Ziger and Mack, 1991). However,
the effect of this error is expected to be small since it is only
1070of the typical dose required to image the resist.
Application to a negative chemically-amplified
resist
Since surface inhibition is not a factor for negative chemically-amplified resists (see the Discussion section), GCM parameters (an and Eo) were extracted from SNR248
characteristic curves over a wide range of PEB and develop
conditions. Figures 3a-3c show typical TN' ~TpEB'and ~TDEV
data for SNR248. In addition, Figures 3a and 3c show fitted
curves. (Note that ~TPEBwas not fit, since the absolute change
in thickness was too small.) These regressed parameters were
then adjusted for absorption and reflection effects using Eqs.
25a and 25b. We have reported elsewhere that linewidths simulated with extracted an and Eo parameters agreed within 150J0
of measured values over the entire experimental range that was
studied (Ziger et aI., 1991). For example, Figure 4 compares
the predicted and experimental exposure dependence of the
photoresist profile for a wafer processed at a PEB time of 60
seconds, PEB temperature of 130°C, and developed for 90
seconds tn 0.135N TMAH.

Discussions
Form of GCM expressions
The GCM approach forces TNand rDEVto have the correct
behavior at the extremes of the characteristic curves for all
resist systems. At E = Eo, the development rate is D/tDEv, which
is appropriately the average development rate for the dose in
which the resist just clears for positive or begins to scum for
negative. Conversely, as TN-I, rDEV-Ofor all resist systems.
This condition is obviously required to pattern resist. Constraining

90

Values of an
45

aneff = l.oo908an - 0.OOOI427Eo(an)2

0.001

quantify the effect that absorption and reflection have on the
accuracy of extracted an and Eo parameters using the selfconsistent approach described in the previous section. The
chemical amplification and development rate models used in
PROLITH/2 are quite similar to the models used in the GCM
(Mack et aI., 1991). Parameters a and n are direct inputs into
PROLITH/2, while the development rate model requires that
the maximum development rate, Rmax(see Eq. 18b), be specified.
In the ideal case of no absorption, bleaching or reflectivity,
the energy deposited in the photoresist film is equal to the
incident energy. In this case, specifying a, n, and Rmaxin
PROLITH/2 will result in a characteristic curve that can be
fit exactly by the GCM if the regression error is negligible.
The extracted parameters will be the same an and Eo corresponding to the input values of a, nand Rmax.(Note that the
product an controls the development rate as a function of
dose. Consequently, we varied an for all PROLITH/2 simulations by holding a constant and varying n.) If, however,
the deposited energy and the incident energy are not equal,
the values of an and Eo extracted from the simulated contrast
curve will not match the input values. Table 4 shows the results
of extracting an and Eo from simulated contrast curves for
SNR248 over a variety of input an and Rmaxvalues. Table 2
summarizes the parameters used in these simulations. We can
call the value of an used as an input to PROLITH/2 the
effective an, or aneff. Similarly, the input value of Rmaxcorresponds to an effective Eo, or Eft. It is thus possible to correlate aneff and E~ff used as inputs to the simulation with the
values extracted by fitting the characteristic curves to the GCM
equations. The results for the parameters shown in Table 2
and the data given in Table 4 are:

Table 4.

E02

E~ff=0.93Eo-loo

TN

=0

at E

= Eo

also has the effect of lumping

pa-

rameters, some of which are difficult to measure, into an easily
measured quantity, Eo.
It is interesting to note that negative resists yield fewer lumped
parameters than corresponding positive resist systems. For example, both positive and negative chemically-ampHfied resist
systems were derived with similar assumptions concerning PAG
chemistry and bake kinetics. Yet, for negative tone, equations
for TNand rDEVlump the post-exposure bake and develop kinetics into two parameters, an and Eo. (Note that Einhibis
lumped into Eo in thi~ ca~e.) It i~ not nece~~ary to decompo~e
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Figure 3. Experimental

these effects to do lithographicmodeling. Howevert the form
of the positive chemically-amplified resist characteristic curve
demands that the bake kinetics, a, chemical inhibition, Einhibt
development coordination numbert nt and dose to c1eart EOt
be known separately. (Perhaps, the most attractive method to
do this is to accurately measure 4TpEBand regress these parameters. However, this is difficult to do for most lithographically-attractive materials that are designed to minimize G.).
ConsequentlYt there are only two lumped parameters (an and
Eo) for negative chemically-amplified resistst while there are
as many as four (a, n, Einhib'and Eo) for the positive tone.
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for SNR248

processed

at TpEB= 130°C,

tpEB= 60 s, and

There is a fundamental reason why negative systems yield
fewer lumped parameters for the same chemistry than positive.
For negative resistst [8] is proportional to an exponential function of the kinetics. Raising an exponential function to a power
(to obtain rDEV)lumps n together with the chemical kinetics.
Meanwhilet [8] is proportional to one minus an exponential
function for positive resists. Consequently t for positive resistst
parameters in [8] must be known independent of n. Mathematically this leads to other simplifications for negative systems. For examplet since Einhibis lumped only into Eo for
negative resistst amine contaminants dissolved in the resist
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Table S.

Comparison of TN Expressions
Systems *
Conventional

1Negative.
.

.1

e-nkpholO(E-

for Various

Chemically
Eo)

1-

n

Positive

o-e-kPhOIOE)

1-

[

1 - e - kphOloEO)
]

[

Amplified

e-ankphOIO(E-Eo)

0

1-

Resist

1-

n
- e-akPhotoE)
e - akphotoEo)

]

. Expressions valid when: ]. ~TpEB== 0; 2. Einhib ==0; 3. e( - kpho,oE) == ] - kphotoE.
.. The expression for TNfor a conventional negative resist is derived by a method
identical to that shown in the section on Theory for other resist systems.
Here, IS) in Eq. 5 is assumed to be consumed by a first-order photochemical
reaction with a rate constant of kphOIO"

-I;
:-"-..
.
.
..
.

I
I

... .

mm

in the chemical-amplified equations. Therefore, as a first approximation, chemical amplification is achieved only if a> 1.
GCM approximations
~

..
.
.
..
.

..

I
Figure 4. Simulated Ys.experimental exposure latitude
of O.S"lLmlines and spaces.
We used PROLITH/2 with development rate parameters extracted using the GCM approach for SNR248 negative chemicallyamplified resist.

should not affect the shape of the characteristic curve. For
positive chemically-amplified resists, both the shape and Eo
are expected to change with dissolved amine impurities.
It is interesting to compare expressions for TN for various
resist systems. To simplify this comparison, we investigate the
case in which we neglect post-exposure film loss (.::lTPEB;::;:
0)
and bulk amine contamination (Einhib;::;:
0), and assume
e( -kphotoE);::;: 1- kpholoE.Table 5 summarizes these results. Note
that the difference in expressions for TNis the presence of a
AIChE Journal

Several approximations are contained in the GCM model.
The most important of these are:
1. The development rate is a function only of a single dominant soluble species and is constant during the develop cycle.
2. The photochemistry is first order.
3. Chemically-amplified resist systems exhibit ideal catalysis
with pseudo-first-order kinetics ([H+] is assumed constant).
The first assumption neglects effects that change the development rate with depth into the resist. For example, the resist
surface can dissolve slower (surface inhibition) or faster (surface enhancement) than the bulk resist.
From Figures 2a-2c and Table 3, we observe that increasing
surface inhibition has the effect of increasing the slope of TN
in the vicinity of Eo. Consequently, estimation of n will be
confounded by surface inhibition (Figures 2a-2c). In a similar
way, surface inhibition causes resist contrast, 'Y, to be overestimated. Previous studies have shown that estimation of n
is critical for simulating lithography, since it affects process
latitude, resist sidewall angle and exposure, and focus latitude
(Trefonas and Mack, 1991). Therefore, the GCM approach
must be modified to compensate for surface inhibition (if possible) before it could be reliably applied toward predicting
linewidths for positive resists in which surface inhibition is
important.
Although surface inhibition can have a large effect on the
value of an, surface enhancement, in general, is expected to
have a lesser effect. Measuring a characteristic curve has the
effect of averaging development rate over the development
time. By its very nature, surface inhibition increases the amount
of time required to dissolve the thin inhibition layer. Thus,
this slow developing region is heavily weighted in the average
development rate. On the other hand, surface enhancement
will cause the thin enhancement layer to be dissolved in very
little time, so that it has relatively little effect on the average
development rate. As a result, comparable amounts of surface
inhibition and surface enhancement do not produce comparable changes in an.
Other factors that affect the dissolution rate are absorption,
bleaching, and thin-film interference effects. However, as
shown in the Results section, these effects can be accounted
for by correcting the extracted parameters as shown in the
previous section for negative chemically-amplified resists.A
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key point of this correction approach is that it is totally selfconsistent. A primary parameter model is used to simulate
these effects, and extracted parameters are compared with
those entered into the simulation. The accuracy of the correction depends on the accuracy of the primary model (in this
case, PROLITH/2) to predict these optical effects.
The assumption that development rate is a power function
of a single soluble species is consistent with prior investigations
and agrees with available development rate data (see, for example, Trefonas et al., 1987; Trefonas and Mack, 1991; Ferguson et aI., 1990). The assumption for first-order
photochemistry has been justified for conventional positive
photoresist systems and is used in other simulation programs
(see, for example, Dill et al., 1975). Data for the photochemical
decomposition of photo acid generators have not been published.
The assumption of ideal acid catalysis in the GCM model
has been discussed elsewhere (Ziger et al., 1991). Basically;
indirect evidence suggests that a quenching mechanism may
be important at elevated temperatures or extended postexposure bake times. The GCM model predicts an to have an
Arrhenius temperature and linear PEB time dependence. Ziger
et al. (1991) measured an over a range from 1l0-160°C and
observed that an saturates as a function of both PEB temperature and time. This suggests that either quenching becomes
important at higher acid concentrations or that the acid catalyzed reaction becomes diffusion-limited. (Another possibility
is that the power dependence on solubility is temperaturedependent above a threshold value.)
The assumption of ideal acid catalysis also implies that [H+]
is locally constant, that is, diffusion is negligible. In fact,
diffusion is not negligible under normal lithographic conditions. The more rigorous approach is to simultaneously solve
the reaction and diffusion equations (Barouch et al., 1991).
PROLITH/2 makes a simplification that diffusion occurs first
and then the reaction. The GCM approach neglects diffusion,
since its assumption of constant rDEVimplies that [H+] does
not vary with position within the resist. This situation is physically reasonable for very large exposed areas on an antireflection fIlm. Consequently, kinetic parameters can be extracted
using the GCM approach and used in more rigorous models
that take into account diffusion.

Development

rate expressions

The development rate model proposed here for all photoresist systems (rDEVoc[s]n)has been previously applied to describe conventional novolac resist systems. Mack (1985) derived
the following expression:

rDEV

(26)

where

- (n+ 1)(1-Mth)n
a-(n-l)
For many resist systems, M1h< 0, so that Eq. 26 simplifies to:
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m t + Rmin

(27)

Since [1- m] is the relative concentration of the base soluble
carboxylic acid, the GCM develop model is consistent with
Mack's model, provided Rminis negligible. Development rate
expressions equivalent to Eq. 27 have been proposed by Trefonas and Daniels (1987) and Hirai et al. (1987). Lastly, it
should be noted that Rmincan be accounted for in the GCM
approach by measuring the thickness loss of regions exposed
at very large doses for negative resists and at zero dose for
positive resists. The effect of Rminon TNcan then be lumped
into dTPEB'For SNR248, Rminwas about 0.23 nm/s.
Furguson and coworkers (1990) used a similar functional
form for rDEVto model negative DUV resists:
(28)

TOEV=
R.[ )- C6C'']'

where Ro, Co, and a are regressed from development rate data,
and CE(cs) is obtained from acid catalyzed cross-linking kinetics. If [1- CE(cs/Co] is an effective soluble species concentration, then this model. is equivalent to the one adopted
for the GCM approach.
Comparison

with other approaches

It is interesting to compare oeM assumptions and results
with other models.
Equations relating the PAC decomposition with exposure
dose used in the GCM model for positive photoresists were
derived by Dill and coworkers (1975) and are used in simulation
programs such as SAMPLE and PROLITH/2. Neglecting
thickness loss due to post-exposure baking, Trefonas and Dan-

iels previouslyderived the expressionfor

TN

(Eq. 10),though

the dependence of Eo on processing conditions and formulation
was not explicitly stated.
As stated in the Introduction, the conventional approach
toward modeling acid catalyzed negative resists has been to
formulate the kinetics of polYmerization. Development rate
parameters are regressed from DRM data that are then correlated to FTIR data.
The generalized characteristic model for lithography is a
consistent approach toward modeling resist performance that
provides an outline for characterizing resists, whether positive
or negative, conventional or chemically-amplified. Consequently, an advantage of the oeM approach is that it provides
a framework for understanding the similarities and differences
between positive and negative resists of complimentary chemistries.
Linewidth

(a+ 1)(1- m)n + Rmin
rDEV=Rmaxa+ (l-m)n

= Rmax(1-

simulations

For SNR248, we have reported elsewhere (Ziger et al., 1991)
that the an and Eo parameters extracted from characteristic
curves were used to simulate linewidths within 15% of experimental values over a range of postexposure bake temperatures
and times from 1l0-150°C and 30-9Os, respectively, and develop times from 30-150s. Figure 4 shows that exposure latitude was accurately predicted (Mack et aI., 1991).
Consequently, the GCM approach is a viable predictor of
lithographic response over essentially the entire operating range
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of this resist. Furthermore, this technique is expected to work
well for any negative chemically amplified resist system primarily because of the lack of surface inhibition in these systems.
As mentioned earlier, Eoand an parameters can be corrected
for both absorption and substrate effects. A rigorous test of
this is to measure the development parameters on one substrate
to predict linewidths on another. Figure 5 shows experimental
and predicted linewidths for resist on silicon. The rDEVparameters were obtained from a characteristic curve of resist on
DUV-3 antireflecting coating and subsequently corrected for
absorption using Eqs. 25a-25b. Note that both experiment and
theory predict stepper sidewall profiles. This is due to substrate
reflections. Agreement between experiment and simulated linewidths was within 14070.
Additional

(a)

work

A challenging problem is to determine under ~hat conditions
the GCM approach can be used to extract meaningful kinetic
parameters for positive resists from TN' We have shown that
surface inhibition confounds estimation of bulk dissolution
properties from TN' However, there could be ways to estimate
the inhibition effect from the lack of fit of the GCM model
with characteristic curve data for several develop times.
Conclusions
The generalized characterization model for Lithography is
a generalized approach toward modeling resist performance.
Characteristic curves for positive and negative conventional
and chemically-amplified resists can be modeled using consistent assumptions. Positive systems usually require more
lumped parameters to model characteristic curves and development rates than negative. In the absence of surface inhibition, lumped parameters can be extracted from characteristic
curves to accurately model development rates as a function of
dose. Simulation programs can then be used to predict linewidths. This technique was applied to negative chemicallyamplified resists to successfully predict linewidths and process
latitudes.
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=
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A,B
D =
E=
Eo =

(b)

.

effective Eo compensating
for absorption
fractional resist thickness of volume change
complete conversion after PEB

for

protons (generated from P AG)

=

rate constant for development
kpEB = rate constant for post-exposure bake
kpbolo
rate constant for photochemistry
kDEV

=

M =
S =
n =
PAC =
P AG =
rDEV=
rs =
Rmax,Rmin'M'h =
tDEv
tpEB

=

=

base insoluble species
base soluble species
dissolution rate power
photoaCtive compound (diazonaphthoquinone)
photoacid generator

developmentrate
ratio of surface to bulk development rates
Mack model (1985) develop rate parameters
develop

time

post-exposure bake time

Greek letters
a = lumped kinetic parameter for chemically amplified
resists = [P AGoJkpEBtpEB
TN = final resist thickness after development
to D

normalized

~TDEV = change in normalized resist thickness due to de-
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~TpEB

=

change in normalized resist thickness due to post-

exposure bake
aneff = effective value of an compensating for absorption
and reflections

Subscript
0

=

initial concentration
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